Personal Memo from
JOSHUA LEDERBERG

Susan Wright
10/17/92

Yes, of course you may quote my 1975-76 lecture at least.

I was reading your Office paper just last week. The review of the Upjohn work. You may have read the

Regulation is mind-boggling in the situation. The requirement for all the P3 containment (R\$250,000) either in a hood in a P3 lab, is a pending
case on multidrug resistant TB.

Meanwhile how many people are walking the streets with it? I don't know how too much concern some medical techniques, which are far more
important than extended surveillance, and are by no means infrequent

I hope imagine you'll want to see "Emerging Pathogens", just released.

Yours sincerely,

JOSHUA LEDERBERG

THE ROCKEFELLER UNIVERSITY  NEW YORK 10021